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Mutations in the FBN1 gene cause Marfan syndrome (MFS) and have been associated with a wide range of milder overlapping phenotypes. A proportion of patients carrying a FBN1 mutation does not meet diagnostic criteria for MFS, and are diagnosed with “other type I fibrillinopathy.” In order to better describe this entity, we analyzed a subgroup of 146 out of 689 adult propositi with incomplete “clinical” international criteria (Ghent nosology) from a large collaborative international study including 1,009 propositi with a pathogenic FBN1 mutation. We focused on patients with only one major clinical criterion, [including isolated ectopia lentis (EL; 12 patients), isolated ascending aortic dilatation (17 patients), and isolated major skeletal manifestations (1 patient)] or with no major criterion but only minor criteria in 1 or more organ systems (16 patients). At least one component of the Ghent nosology, insufficient alone to make a minor criterion, was found in the majority of patients with isolated ascending aortic dilatation and isolated EL. In patients with isolated EL, missense mutations involving a cysteine were predominant, mutations in exons 24–32 were underrepresented, and no mutations leading to a premature truncation were found. Studies of recurrent mutations and affected family members of propositi with only one major clinical criterion argue for a clinical continuum between such phenotypes and classical MFS. Using strict definitions, we conclude that patients with FBN1 mutation and only one major clinical criterion or with only minor clinical criteria of one or more organ system do exist but represent only 5% of the adult cohort.
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INTRODUCTION

Marfan syndrome (MFS; OMIM 154700) is a connective tissue disorder, with autosomal dominant inheritance and a prevalence of 1/5,000–10,000 individuals [Pyeritz, 1993]. The cardinal features of MFS involve the ocular, cardiovascular and skeletal systems [Judge and Dietz, 2005]. The skin, lung, and dura may also be involved. Because of the high population frequency and the nonspecific nature of many of the clinical findings in MFS, clinical diagnostic criteria for this disorder have been established [De Paepe et al., 1996]. MFS is notable for variability in the timing of onset, tissue distribution and severity of clinical manifestations, both between and within affected families. Following the identification of fibrillin-1 (FBN1) gene mutations in MFS [Dietz et al., 1991], a growing list of related phenotypes that do not fulfill the international criteria for MFS has been associated with FBN1 mutations and led to the use of the descriptive term “type I fibrillinopathies” [Furthmayr and Francke, 1997; Robinson et al., 2002; 2006; Boileau et al., 2005]. In particular, patients with only one major criterion have been described, including isolated ectopia lentis (EL; OMIM 129600) [Kainulainen et al., 1994; Lönnqvist et al., 1994], isolated ascending aortic aneurysm and/or dissection (AAD) [Francke et al., 1995; Milewicz et al., 1996], and isolated skeletal features [Hayward et al., 1994; Milewicz et al., 1995; Adès et al., 2002]. Highly variable definitions are found in the literature depending on the authors, some of them accepting the existence of one or more minor criteria of another system [Comeglio et al., 2002; Adès et al., 2004]. The proportion of such mild phenotypes in the spectrum of FBN1 mutations remains unknown. Here we describe the clinical and molecular characteristics of 146 adult propositi not fulfilling the international criteria for MFS (Ghent nosology) and we particularly focus on patients with only one major clinical criterion as well as patients with only minor criteria out of a series of 1,009 propositi with a known FBN1 mutation.

PATIENTS, MATERIALS, AND METHODS

Patients were initially recruited for a genotype–phenotype correlation study [Faivre et al., 2007], during the period 1995–2005 via the framework of the Universal Marfan database——FBN1 (UMD-FBN1; http://www.umdb.org) [Collo-Beroud et al., 2003], or were referred by specialized MFS clinics in their respective countries. Patients originated from 38 countries on the 5 continents. The clinical information collected included a range of qualitative and quantitative clinical parameters, including age of diagnosis, presence or absence of clinical features including cardiac, ophthalmological, skeletal, skin, lung, and dura manifestations of the Ghent nosology [De Paepe et al., 1996; Faivre et al., 2007]. The number of systems clinically involved was assessed according to the international nosology that recognizes six organ systems.

The words criteria, minor and major criteria, organ system component are strictly used throughout the article as listed in the article by De Paepe et al. [1996] that defines the Ghent diagnostic criteria for MFS. The presence of one or several component(s) of one organ system may be insufficient alone to make a minor criterion, such as the presence of arachnodactyly and joint hyperlaxity alone in the skeletal system, for example. Isolated EL was defined by the presence of EL without any other major or minor criterion in another organ system. Similarly, isolated AAD and isolated major skeletal system affected were defined by the absence of any other major or minor criterion in another organ system.

Out of a series of 1,009 propositi including 689 adults carrying a pathogenic FBN1 mutation, we extracted data for 146 adult
propositi not fulfilling the clinical international criteria (i.e., patients who did not fulfill Ghent criteria without taking into account the presence of a FBN1 gene mutation) in order to reproduce better the situation that clinicians face in their clinical practice. The phenotypes and the genotypes of the overall cohort of patients were described elsewhere [Faivre et al., 2007]. Only patients aged 18 or more were included in the present study in order to reduce the bias induced by the disease evolution over time. Within this subgroup, some propositi presented with only one major clinical criterion and others with only minor criteria according to Ghent nosology.

The genotype of these patients was compared to the genotype of the overall cohort. The pathogenic nature of a putative mutation was assessed using recognized criteria. In brief, all nonsense mutations, all deletions or insertions (in or out of frame) were considered pathogenic; for all splice mutations the wild-type and mutant strength values of the splice sites were compared using genetic algorithms [Shapiro and Senapathy, 1987; Dietz and Pyeritz, 1995; Beroud et al., 2005] and only mutations displaying significant deviation from the normal were included. Missense mutations were considered pathogenic when at least one of the following features was found: (i) de novo missense mutation, (ii) missense mutation substituting or creating a cysteine, (iii) missense mutation involving a consensus calcium-binding residue [Dietz and Pyeritz, 1995], (iv) substitution of glycines implicated in correct domain–domain packing [Downing et al., 1996], (v) intrafamilial segregation of a missense mutation involving a conserved amino acid. For other missense mutations not displaying one of the above features, additional data provided by SIFT [Ng and Henikoff, 2001, 2003], BLOSUM-62 [Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992] and biochemical value (http://www.biochem218.stanford.edu/Projects%202001/Yu.pdf) were gathered and analyzed using a new UMD tool [Collod-Beroud, unpublished work].

Family members of a propositus with only one major criterion in a given organ system were studied when available in order to determine the range of intrafamilial phenotypic variability in this population with mild phenotypes.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the distribution of organ system involvement in patients not fulfilling international clinical criteria for MFS. Their median age at diagnosis was 28.5 years [IQR 20;42], which is not different from the median age at diagnosis in the population of adults fulfilling Ghent criteria (30 years [IQR 19;38]) [Faivre et al., 2007]. Forty-two patients had a positive family history (29%). Only 27/146 patients were investigated for dural ectasia. Thirty out of 146 patients presented with only one major clinical criterion, with or without family history, including isolated AAD (17/146, 12%), isolated EL (12/146, 8%) and isolated major skeletal manifestations (1/146, 1%). Their median age at diagnosis was 37 years [IQR 27;45]. Actually, 12/17 patients with an isolated AAD and 9/12 patients with isolated EL had one to 3 components of the skeletal system but their nature or their combinations do not meet the requirements of the Ghent nosology to define a skeletal criterion. This illustrates our strict use of the nosology. If we apply less stringent definitions to our cohort, the number of patients with isolated AAD can vary from 17 patients, 11 with family history, 6 without (and no associated minor criterion) to 63 patients (up to 3 organ systems presenting minor criteria) (Fig. 1). Similarly, the number of patients with isolated EL can vary from 12 patients, 10 with a family history, 2 without (and no associated minor criterion) to 29 patients (up to 3 organ systems presenting minor criteria) (Fig. 1). Within the 17 patients with isolated AAD, 11 had surgery for AAD and 4 had surgery for dissection of the ascending aorta. Of note, if the presence of the FBN1 mutation was considered as a major feature, 80/146 (55%) patients could be reclassified as fulfilling Ghent criteria.

When considering the 16 adult propositi with no major criterion but 1–3 minor criteria (Fig. 1), 2 patients had 3 different organ systems affected (skeletal + cardiovascular + skin system minor criteria); 8 patients had 2 organ systems affected (3/8 had skeletal + cardiovascular minor criteria, 3/8 skeletal + skin minor criteria, and 2/8 skeletal + lung minor criteria); 5 patients had a single system affected (4 patients had skeletal minor criteria, 1 patient who had joint hypermobility and had undergone surgery for aortic insufficiency, also had a skin criterion); and 1 patient had no minor nor major criterion. When examined at the age of 20 years, this individual had tall stature, arachnodactyly and atypical cardiovascular features (mitral insufficiency and atrial septal defect). None of these patients had a positive family history.

Table 1 reports the distribution of types and mutations in the groups of propositi with isolated EL or AAD without involvement of any other system, as well as patients with EL or AAD with at least one minor criterion in another organ system and patients with no major criterion. These results were compared with the total group of patients with type I fibrillinopathy and the overall population of propositi [Faivre et al., 2007]. Although the small size of the samples did not permit any statistical comparison, it is worth noting that no premature truncation (PTC) was found in the group of patients with isolated EL. Missense mutations involving a cysteine were overrepresented, 50% creating and 50% substituting a cysteine. This group was also characterized by an under-representation of mutations in exons 24–32 and overrepresentation of mutations at the 5’ end of the gene. The same tendency was found in patients with EL and at least one minor criterion in another organ system. No specific type or location of mutations could be found in the other groups of patients.

Inter- and intrafamilial variability provided further evidence for the range of phenotypic variation associated with FBN1 mutations. Indeed, two recurrent missense mutations were found in patients with isolated EL (c.718C > T and c.2722T > C). The c.718C > T mutation was present in two adult propositi with isolated EL aged 64 and 42 years; it was also found in two adult propositi fulfilling the international diagnostic criteria, including one with aortic manifestations (EL, AAD, mitral regurgitation, and minor skeletal involvement in the overall series of 1,009 propositi [Faivre et al., 2007]). It was also present in a 13-year-old child with isolated EL but who might develop other features later in life. Similarly, the c.2722T > C mutation was found in two adult propositi with isolated EL and in a 34-year-old male with EL and AAD that required surgery. Information regarding 9 affected relatives of 3 adult propositi with isolated EL was available; 6/9 presented EL which was isolated in 2 of them. Information regarding 11 affected
relatives of 3 adult propositi with isolated AAD was available; 9/11 had AAD which was isolated in 7 of them.

**DISCUSSION**

*FBNI* mutations have been associated with a broad spectrum of phenotypes, ranging from lethal neonatal MFS to single connective-tissue manifestations, such as isolated EL [Robinson et al., 2002]. From a cohort of 146 adult patients with incomplete clinical international criteria out of a series of 1,009 patients carrying a *FBNI* mutation (689 adults), we previously showed that the majority of patients had 2 major criteria or one major and one to 3 minor criteria (122/146, 84% of patients with incomplete international criteria) [Faivre et al., 2008]. The type and location of mutations were not significantly different from the distribution of mutations in the overall series of *FBNI* patients. The age at diagnosis in the group of patients with incomplete clinical international criteria was not statistically different from the Ghent positive patients, which does not argue in favor of an age dependent penetrance effect.

In this article, we showed that mild presentations, including an isolated major clinical criterion or one to three minor criteria, are rare when strictly applying the Ghent nosology. However, the frequency of such phenotypes may be underestimated since these patients are not routinely screened for *FBNI* mutations. The data reported in this article indicates that mild phenotypes are rare in *FBNI* mutations, suggesting that the mutation detection rate in this category of patients is low and should be performed on a research basis only.

The existence of isolated EL or isolated AAD as a genuine entity is subject to discussion: (i) some individuals of the family first described with isolated EL [Kainulainen et al., 1994] developed
late-onset cardiovascular features [Black et al., 1998]; (ii) the recurrent c.718C>T and c.2227T>C mutations, first described in association with isolated EL, were found to be associated with aortic dilatation and a classical MFS phenotype in other patients [Loeys et al., 2001]; (iii) we show in this study that relatives of an adult propositus with isolated EL or AAD do not all present with the same phenotype. Nevertheless, although varying degrees of expression were found among family members, phenotypes seemed to be incomplete more often than expected by chance. This could also be due to familial clustering of a milder phenotype secondary to modifier genes, rather than an association with a hypomorphic FBN1 mutation. Of note, these considerations depend on the definition used as well as the age of inclusion. Indeed, in some publications, the presence of minor skeletal or skin components, and even minor cardiac features, are accepted in the definition of patients with an EL phenotype for example [Comeglio et al., 2002; Adès et al., 2004]. Such descriptions in childhood have led to misdiagnosis in the past [Kainulainen et al., 1994; Black et al., 1998]. We took advantage of the availability of a large series of patients to accept only strict definitions and to consider adults only since a number of features of MFS develop with age to minimize the risk for misclassification. For these reasons, and the similar age of the cohorts of patients fulfilling or not international criteria, we believe that there is a continuum between classical MFS and isolated major criterion of one clinical system. Given the high number of patients with some components of the skeletal system of the Ghent nosology, careful clinical evaluation of a propositus with an isolated major criterion and their family members is mandatory before starting FBN1 gene mutation studies. This is of particular importance in patients with isolated AAD, considering the increasing number of other genes with mutations known to produce familial thoracic aneurysms [Milewicz et al., 1996; Loeys et al., 2005; Pannu et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2007].

The presence of patients in our series without a major criterion is rare (only 16 patients who had 0–3 minor organ system criteria, 1.5% of the general cohort). The presence of a minor criterion in the skeletal system according to the Ghent nosology is often the criterion that led to a FBN1 molecular analysis on a research basis. The recent description of a family with isolated minor skeletal features and incomplete penetrance is a striking example of the extremely mild to absent phenotype associated with some FBN1 mutations [Buoni et al., 2004], leading to difficulties in genetic counseling and follow-up. The addition of dural ectasia screening, if not previously performed during clinical evaluation of patients and relatives, could help determine the need for aortic follow-up [Rose et al., 2000]. Only 27/146 (18%) of our patients were screened for dural ectasia although they presented an incomplete phenotype.

These atypical presentations raise the question of when to call a phenotype in someone MFS and when not. Patients carrying a FBN1 mutation does not implicate that they have MFS. Indeed, the presence of a FBN1 mutation was not considered as equal to having MFS in the international criteria for MFS [De Paepe et al., 1996]. For example, a patient presenting an isolated EL or an isolated skeletal phenotype and a pathogenic FBN1 mutation cannot be classified as having MFS, but they have a type I fibrillinopathy. It remains justified to keep separate these entities, since, although cardiovascular manifestations can arise in all presentations, complications may arise in puberty or early adulthood in a life-threatening way in MFS, while less serious cardiovascular presentations can occur later in life in isolated EL for example [Lönnqvist et al., 1994; Hennekam, 2007].

We tried to determine if such mild phenotypes are associated with a specific type or location of FBN1 mutation, but statistical power was insufficient. However, no PTC mutations were found in association with isolated EL, which correlate with previous findings [Comeglio et al., 2002; Faivre et al., 2007]. Also, FBN1 mutations in patients with “isolated” EL are preferentially located in the 5’ region of the gene and mutations in exons 24–32 are less frequent than expected. Missense mutations involving a cysteine appeared underrepresented in patients with isolated AAD when compared to “isolated” EL, giving further emphasis to the important role of correct cysteine localization in the structural integrity of suspensory ligaments of the lens [Nemet et al., 2006]. The same tendency was found for patients with EL and at least one minor criterion of another organ system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exons 24–32</th>
<th>5′</th>
<th>PTC</th>
<th>MS Cys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolated EL (n = 12)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL + at least 1 minor criteria (n = 27)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated AAD (n = 17)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAD + at least 1 minor criteria (n = 60)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 major criteria (n = 16)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type I fibrillinopathies (n = 146)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (n = 1,009, Faivre et al., 2007)</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5′ mutation at the 5′ end of the FBN1 gene [exons 1–21 inclusive]; PTC: premature truncation; MS Cys: missense mutation involving a cysteine; n: number.

TABLE I. Location and Type of Mutation in the Subgroups of Adult Probands With Isolated Major Criteria (With or Without the Presence of At Least One Minor Criteria) or With no Major Criteria, as Compared With the Cohort of Patients With Other Type I Fibrillinopathies and the Overall Population of Probands Heterozygous for a FBN1 Mutation.
In conclusion, using Ghent nosology, patients with only one major clinical criterion and patients with only one to three minor criteria do exist but represent only 5% of the adult cohort of all patients with FBN1 mutation.
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